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Notice the similarities:

Both techniques cause students to be:
 Highly motivated by learning choices

 Evidence seekers

 Excited and awed by active learning

 Working at their challenge learning 
levels with peers 



STEM Demo Broken Arrow OK 

https://youtu.be/Le4vHmdS_1k?t=1m15s

Bloom Category Standards-Based Gifted Education

Create Design parachute, choose 
materials  Re-design 
model for better chance 
of success

Independent Study
Choose attention-
grabbing format, 

Evaluate Assess how well model 
worked, identify

Presentation with 
audience feedback;
rubric for self-
evaluation

Analyze Choose order of the 
trials, Hypothesize
chances of success,

Available resources for 
topic, access to first 
person info, Creative 
Problem Solving

Apply STEM, Engineering,
Demonstrate Real-World 
application
Project-based Learning

Apply standards to 
independent study 
process.; find evidence
for your content

https://youtu.be/Le4vHmdS_1k?t=1m15s


Other areas to compare:

 Differentiate:

 Content

 Process

 Product

 Assessment

 Learning Environment

 Levels of Engagement

 Others????



Gifted Ed 
Element

Gifted Ed 
Practice

Standards-
Based Practice

Motivation to engage Many choice opportunities 
for target topic

Choices for sub-tasks 
within learning experiences

Lifelong Learner Goal Sustained interest over 
time

Student motivation 
higher priority than in 
direct instruction

Discover students’ entry 
levels

Compacting RtI, Placement
assessments

Provide alternate activities Extension activities 
included when planning

Flexible re-grouping by 
interest; level 

Group work Individual interests take 
precedence

Problem-solving process 
most important

Keeping track of own work “Daily” Logs Careful  goal-setting tools

Differentiate Content

Differentiate Process

Differentiate Product

Differentiate Assessment

Other categories? Common Core and 
America’s High Achieving 
Students by Jonathan A 



Practical Definition of “Gifted”

 With academic work, a student would 
be considered “gifted” if she had 
exceptional ability in any area of 
learning that significantly exceeded age 
level expectations. 

Therefore, grade level expectations in that area 

could not possibly be challenging!



 Easy success makes kids adopt lower standards and self-
expectations and try to guarantee that all appears effortless.

 When adults praise outcomes that were created by little or no 
effort, students continue to seek that praise instead of taking 
risks by welcoming hard work. 

 Giving kids the “smart” label may actually be contributing to 

their underachievement; if not presently, then later in life.

 All students have a right to make at least one year’s academic 
growth  for every year they spend in school. 

Caution: Easy success = underestimation 
of one’s own abilities and fear of effort!



Will gifted students’ learning 
needs be met with SBL alone?

 According to Dr. Jonathan Plucker from 
the Johns Hopkins Center for Talented 
Youth, gifted students still need the 
basic interventions of COMPACTING and 
DIFFERENTIATION to experience true 
challenge in their work in school, even 
with standards-based learning.  



Compacting definition

 To “compact” the curriculum is to give 
students full credit before you teach the 
content  for what they already know.

 With new content, we compact by allowing 
advanced students to move at a faster 
pace.

 During the “choice time” created, students 
work on extension activities or projects.



Compacting 

Demonstrates that the teacher values respect for 
individual differences, so all students believe they 
are accepted just the way they are and do not 
have to pretend to be less capable to “fit in”.

Allows teachers to establish entry level for each 
student for all content.



Compacting Skill Work One Lesson 
at a Time

Most Difficult First
 Teach 10-15 minutes; give practice on what has just been taught. All 

students have the option to try  MOST DIFFICULT FIRST:

If you can complete the MOST DIFFICULT FIRST, neatly,

legibly, with no more than one wrong, you are done practicing

 With time they “buy back”, they work on “choice” activities

 Help only those who begin at beginning of the assignment

 You correct work until model paper is found

 Appoint “CHECKER” to check work of other volunteers

Person can be the checker only once a week

 Collect their work; enter all grades when other papers are 
collected



Pre-Test And Choose From Alternate Work

(Compacting one week at a time)

 Offer voluntary pretest at beginning of each unit

 Do NOT quickly review what will be tested

 Those who demonstrate 90%receive mastery grade

 They then do  choice activities for the rest of the week

 Favorite Activity

 With partner, choose alternate words; learn spelling and 
meaning

 Partners test each other; unmastered words go to next list

REMEMBER: IT’S THEIR TIME; 

TEACH THEM HOW TO USE IT WISELY



Learning Contract – for one chapter  

Student’s Name:_________________________________  Chapter__________________________

X Page/Concept X Page/Concept X Page/Concept

Extension Options : 
Students keep records or activities done on  _____    _____   _____   _____   _____   _____  ______    ______

each date they work on extensions.
_____   _____   _____   _____   _____   ______  _____    _____   

_____   _____   _____   _____   _____   ______  _____    _____   

Your Idea
_________________________________ _____    _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____

Working Conditions

Teacher’s Signature:

Student’s Signature:



THE ESSENTIAL RULES

 Don’t bother anyone

 Don’t call attention to yourself

 Do the work you have selected

 Keep records of your extension activities

When you follow the rules, you get to choose what to do.

When you do not follow the rules, I will choose for you.



Differentiation definition

 To differentiate the learning experience 
for gifted students, we adjust the content,
the learning processes, the types of 
products that are created, and the 
learning environment through different 
expectations, places to do their work, and 
assessment practices.



Motivation and productivity

Advanced learners resist work that is repetitive and 
beneath their learning level. (so do adults!)

They will stretch themselves to do challenging work 
if they are convinced:

They will not have to do more work than their classmates

Their advanced work will not lead to lower recorded grades than they 
could get from doing grade level work.



Gifted learners have a right to:

*Learn something new every day in 
school

* Enjoy high self esteem- feel accepted 
for who they are

*Understand that it is OK to work hard 
and still be considered smart



EXTENSION MENU

STUDENT 

CHOICE



Extension Menu Guidelines

 Each square clearly describes what students are to 
learn about the described topic.

 Task statements are based upon the use of higher 
level thinking expectations.

 Students may work on one or more tasks throughout   
their extension work for the unit.

 Student “Self-Choice” must be approved by the 
teacher and must follow the general Extension Menu 
Guidelines



Differentiation for content that is 
NEW and unfamiliar

 Topic Planner

 Study Guide

 Extension Menu

Agreement for behavior and 
productivity

 Evaluation Contract

Daily Log
 From Winebrenner, S. and Brulles, D. Teaching Gifted Kids in Today’s 

Classroom. www.freespirit.com



Topic Development Sheet

Required Standards Related Topics



Mythology Study Guide

BE PREPARED TO:

1. Name at least 6 deities from this culture  and explain their powers.

2. Understand and describe the elements common to all myths.

CHECKPOINT:_________________: Assessment for 1–2   *
Date

3.       Explain the meanings of all designated vocabulary words.
4. Describe the dwelling places of the deities as well as other locations for the myths.
5.       Share one myth with your classmates in its entirety in an interesting manner

CHECKPOINT:_________________: Assessment for 1–5   *

6.        Study several heroic figures from a specific religion.  Compare and contrast their powers 
and abilities with several mythological deities.

7.  Compare and contrast the heroes from popular fantasy literature, such as The Hobbit, 
Lord  of the Rings, or Star Wars, with several mythological heroes. .

8.        Compare and contrast the elements of myths to the elements of two of the following: 
fairy tales, folk tales, fables, or legends. .

9.        Create a myth about an event that occurred in history during the last 100 years.
10.        Investigate an heroic story written by someone in the same culture for which  we are 

studying myths.  Note similarities and differences.

CHECKPOINT: _________________: Final Assessment for 1–10   *



MYTHOLOGY EXTENSION MENU

Create a myth using all the 
essential elements to explain a 
contemporary event.

Hypothesize reasons why 
myths from ancient cultures 
have remained popular over 
time.  Find a way to explain 
your findings.

Compare and contrast the 
myths of aboriginal people 
with those of the ancient 
civilizations of the world.

Compare and contrast religions 
in which multiple deities are 
honored with religions that 
honor one deity only.  Analyze 
the effects of these religions 
on its members.

Student
Choice

Investigate words, 
expressions, and ideas from 
mythology that have become 
commonly used in your 
language. 

Create your own mythological 
family of humans or other 
creatures.  Establish the order 
of power, and create stories 
that describe the characters’
powers, emotions, and 
conflicts.

Visit a local art museum and 
observe how topics from 
ancient myths have been 
represented in the collected 
works of art

Assume the role of storyteller 
and communicate a myth to 
younger children in a manner 
they can understand and 
appreciate.



Independent Study Agreement for Study Guide/Extensions

Read each condition as your teacher reads it aloud.  Write your initials beside it to  show I agree.

Learning Conditions
_____I  will learn independently all the key concepts described on the Study Guide. I will not have to

complete the actual assigned activities as long as I am working on an independent project.
_____ I will demonstrate competency with the assessments for the Study Guide content at the same time

as the  rest of the class.
_____ I will participate in designated whole-class activities as the teacher indicates them—without arguing.
_____ I will keep a Daily Log of my progress.
_____ I will work on an independent project and complete an Evaluation Contract to describe 

the grade I will choose to earn.
_____ I will share a progress report about my independent project with the class or other audience                     

by____________ (date), My report will be 5–7 minutes long and will include a visual aid.

Working Conditions
______  I will be present in the classroom at the beginning and end of each class period.
_____   I will not bother anyone or call attention to the fact that I am doing different work.
_____   I will work on my project for the entire class period on designated days. 
_____  I will carry this paper with me to any room in which I am working on my project, 

and I will have it with me when l return it to my classroom

Student’s Signature:_______________________________________
Teacher’s Signature:_______________________________________



Evaluation Contract
____________________________    ___________________________________

Unit Name Student’s Name

I am choosing a grade for my project based on these criteria.

For a grade of B:

1. I will use secondary sources to locate what information I can from several existing sources
2. I will prepare a traditional product and present it using a traditional reporting format.
3.   I will be learning on the entry levels of Recall, Knowledge and Comprehension. 

For a grade of A:

1. I will use primary sources. This means that I will gather first-hand information myself through
interviews, original documents, and similar methods.

2. I will produce an original type of product. I will present it to an appropriate audience using a unique format.
3. I will be learning on the higher levels of thinking such as Application, Analysis, Evaluation, and/or   

Synthesis.

This is the project I will do:

This is the grade I intend to earn: 

Student’s Signature:_____________________________________________
Teacher’s Signature:______________________________________________



Daily Log of Extension Work

Student’s Name: ______________________________________________________
Project Topic:    ______________________________________________________

Today’s
Date

What I Plan to Do During
Today’s Work Period

What I Actually
Accomplished Today



Compacting and Differentiation Benefits

LESS PRESSURE ON PERFECTION: 
CONSISTENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

STRUGGLE AND CHALLENGE

Students must:

 Know that intelligence is not diminished by 
hard work

 Value individual differences

 Have access to the teacher as they work

on extended curriculum



IMPLEMENTING COMPACTING AND DIFFERENTIATION

One: Teacher identifies key concepts all students are expected to master.

Two: Teacher prepares pre-assessment and extension materials.

Three: Students are allowed to briefly examine the upcoming content.

Four: Students may volunteer to take a pre-test to demonstrate their 
previous mastery of upcoming content.



IMPLEMENTING COMPACTING AND DIFFERENTIATION

Five: Eliminate practice, drill, and instructional time for students when 
teaching concepts students have already mastered. Allow students to 
work on extension activities during the time other students are 
experiencing direct instruction.

Six: Expect students to participate in direct instruction when concepts   

they have not mastered are being taught.

Seven: If pre-testing is not possible because content is new, streamline 
instruction of key concepts so eligible students can still spend part of 
their learning time on extension activities.



IMPLEMENTING COMPACTING AND DIFFERENTIATION

Eight: Expect all students in the class to participate in content assessment 
activities at the same time.

Nine: Keep records of this process and of which extension activities students 
choose.  Teach students how to keep careful records of their own 
progress.

Ten: Meet regularly with students who are experiencing compacting to help 
them locate resources, to develop the confidence to choose challenging 
work, and learn to follow the behavioral expectations for working 
independently.



 Give them full credit “up front” for grade level 
standards they already know.

 Facilitate their ability to learn new content more 
quickly than age peers

 Do not expect them to consistently get the 
highest grade with little or no effort

 Offer specific praise for effort and hard work

 Encourage in-depth study, over time, of topics of 
deep personal interest.

Things gifted/advanced students  
appreciate from their teachers



Suggested Classroom 
Composition for SCGM

30 

students 

in each of 

3 classes

Gifted

Advanced

High 

achieving
Average

Low 

Average

Far 

Below 

Average

A 6 0 12 12 0

B 0 6 12 6 6

C 0 6 12 6 6



Improved likelihood that achievement will 
rise for gifted learners

 A cluster of gifted/advanced learners makes it more 
likely that teachers will consistently provide for their 
needs.

 In this  SCGM model, achievement rises in ALL 
classes because every teacher has a smaller range of 
achievement levels, and most teaching includes 
compacting and differentiation.


